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Abstract

A method for designing audio filters is developed based on
the observation that second-order peaking and shelving fil-
ters can be made nearly self-similar on a log magnitude scale
with respect to peak and shelf gain changes. By cascading
such second-order sections, filters are formed which may be
fit to dB magnitude characteristics via linear least-squares
techniques. A graphic equalizer interpolating prescribed band
gains is presented, along with a filter minimizing the Bark-
weighted mean square dB difference between modeled and
desired transfer function magnitudes. It is noted that using
second-order sections parameterized by transition frequency
and gain provides a natural mechanism for slewing and in-
terpolation between tabulated designs.

1 Introduction
In a traditional graphic equalizer for audio, the transfer

function is controlled by specifying the gains for each of a
set of cascaded peaking and shelving filters (Bohn ). While
it is desired that the transfer function magnitude smoothly
interpolate the given gains, this is not always the case. As
seen in Fig. 1, if the filter bandwidths are small, the trans-
fer function will exhibit ripples, heading to unity gain at fre-
quencies between the band centers. On the other hand (also
shown in Fig. 1), if the component filter bandwidths are suffi-
ciently broad that the transfer function magnitude is smooth,
the transfer function will often overshoot the desired gain due
to contributions from adjacent bands.

Other filter design methods, such as Prony or Hankel meth-
ods (Smith ), can closely match a given transfer function mag-
nitude. They, however, are not easily adapted to psychoa-
coustically meaningful goodness-of-fit measures, which in-
volve minimizing dB differences in transfer function magni-
tude over a Bark or ERB frequency scaling. Those methods
that apply psychoacoustic measures in designing filters can be
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Figure 1: Graphic Equalizer. Transfer function magnitudes for
graphic equalizers with band gains set at ����� � dB, and using tra-
ditional narrow (dash-dotted) and wide (dashed) bandwidth compo-
nent filters, and using novel gain computation described here (solid).

computationally cumbersome due to the nonlinear optimiza-
tion involved (Smith ).

In any event, these design approaches are generally not
useful for applications such as HRTF filtering (Wenzel ), where
the resulting filter needs to be slewed or interpolated between
tabulated designs. The reason is that the poles and zeros max-
imizing a goodness of fit rarely can be related to particular
features in the desired transfer function magnitude. As a re-
sult, there is often no clear way to process sets of tabulated
filter coefficients that leads to a meaningful filter intermedi-
ate between table entries.

In this paper, we present a filter design method which
circumvents many of these difficulties. As we show later,
second-order peaking and shelving filters can be constructed
to have the property that, as a function of section gain, they
possess approximately self-similar dB transfer-function mag-
nitudes. This property enables the use of linear least-squares
techniques to optimize the gains in a cascade of filter sections
to match a desired dB transfer-function magnitude.
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Second-order peak and shelf filters and their properties
are discussed in � 2 and the Appendix, a graphic equalizer de-
sign described in � 3, and a transfer function modeling method
presented in � 4.

2 Peaking and Shelving Filters
The peak filter 	�
������������� used here is characterized by a

maximum dB gain � , achieved somewhere between two tran-
sition frequencies ��� and ��� , at which the dB gain is ���! .
The filter takes on a gain of one at DC and the band edge.
(Formulas for computing the coefficients of the second-order
digital filter meeting these constraints are given in the Ap-
pendix.)

By parameterizing the peak filter in this way, note that
it is approximately self similar on a log magnitude scale, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Put differently, the scaled log
magnitude transfer function approximates the log magnitude
of the transfer function of the peak filter generated using a
scaled dB gain:"$#&%('!)+* 	,
-�����.�/� � � *102%('!)+* 	,
-��� "$# ����� � � *43 (1)
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Figure 2: Peak Filter, Various Gains. An example peak filter
transfer function is shown with transition frequencies of ��� � kHz and5 � � kHz, and filter gains in the range 6 5 � �!7 5 ��� �&8 dB.

Similarly, the low shelf filter 91
�����.�/��� takes on a dB gain� at DC, a dB gain �:�� at the specified transition frequency� , and a gain of one at the band edge. As seen in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, the shelf filter also is approximately self similar.";#<%='>)+* 9>
-�����.�/��� *102%('!)+* 91
��� ";# �.�/��� *?3 (2)
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Figure 3: Normalized Peak Filters. The set of example peak filter
transfer functions shown in Fig. 2, with each filter’s dB magnitude
scaled to have 1.0 dB maximum gain. Note the self similarity.

A high shelf filter taking on a dB gain � at the band edge, with
a DC gain of one is easily generated, and shares the approx-
imate self similarity property. Formulas for first-order and
second-order digital shelf filters are given in the Appendix.
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Figure 4: Shelf Filter, Various Gains. An example shelf filter
transfer function is shown with a transition frequency of @A� � kHz,
and filter gains in the range 6 5 � �!7 5 ��� �B8 dB.

3 Graphic Equalizer Design
The self similarity of second-order peaking and shelving

filters enables linear least-squares fitting of a cascade of such
filters to a desired log magnitude transfer function.

Consider a cascade of C peak and shelf filters DE
����F:�
having gains ��GH��IKJML>� 3<3&3 ��C and transition frequencies��GN��IOJPL!� 3&3&3 �/CRQ2L stacked in the column F ,
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Figure 5: Normalized Shelf Filters. The set of example shelf filter
transfer functions shown in Fig. 4, with each filter’s dB magnitude
scaled to have 1.0 dB maximum gain. Note the self similarity.DE
����F��SJ 91
������TU�/��T&� # 91
�����WVX�/��VY�ET&� ## VY��TZG\[�] 	,
-����� G �/� GA��T ��� G � 3 (3)

Because of the self similarity property, the dB magnitude of
the cascade, denoted by ^�
����F:� ,^�
����F�� defJ_ �` %='>) Tba>c DE
����FW�\d>� (4)

is approximately linear in the filter gains. Stacking instances
of ^�
-����F:� evaluated at a set of frequencies ��e to form the
column f , we have f 0_g;h � (5)g Jji klT�k�Vnm�] #&#<# m�VY�ET�op� (6)

where the shelf and peak filter transfer function log magni-
tudes q�
���<L 3 ` dB ����G�� and r�
-���&L 3 ` dB ����GA��TU����G!� are evalu-
ated using gains of L 3 ` dB at frequencies ��e , and stacked to
form the basis matrix g .

Therefore, given a set of shelf and peak filters having
specified transition frequencies, and positive definite weight-
ing matrix s , the gainsth JP
 g$u s g � �ET g;u swv (7)

will approximately minimize the weighted mean square dif-
ference between a desired dB magnitude response v and the
shelf and peak filter cascade dB magnitude at frequencies � e ,f . (To account for any discrepancies in the self similarity
property, (7) may be solved iteratively, forming g using the
gains from the previous solution.)

For a graphic equalizer with CwQxL fixed band edges, the
frequencies ��e can be chosen as the C band centers, and the
gains

th simply computed as the control gains v scaled by the
basis inverse, th J g ��T v 3 (8)

Such a gain computation was used to produce the equaliza-
tions shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 6, which are seen to smoothly
interpolate the desired gains at the band center frequencies.
Note that applying the desired gains to the same second-order
filters (or to narrower-bandwidth filters) as is traditional re-
sults in a transfer function which is either excessively rippled
or is not near the desired levels at the band center frequencies.
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Figure 6: Graphic Equalizer Example. Transfer function mag-
nitudes for equalizers with desired band gains shown ( y marks), and
using traditional (dashed) and novel (solid) gain computations.

4 Transfer Function Modelling
The design method of � 3 can be extended to modelling

of arbitrary transfer functions if coupled with a technique for
determining the required number of filter sections, and a basis
for fixing the transition frequencies of those sections.

To enable feature extraction from the transfer function
to be modelled, critical-band smoothing can first be applied
(Smith ). If the extrema of the smoothed magnitude trans-
fer function are tabulated, transition frequencies for the shelf
and peak filters can be computed as the geometric means of
those extrema frequencies. Alternatively, the transition fre-
quencies can be assigned at points where the smoothed mag-
nitude transfer function has second-derivative zeros, i.e. in-
flection points.
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Once the transition frequencies are determined, the gainsth can be computed using (7). Here, however, a dense sam-
pling of frequencies � e should be used (say spaced accord-
ing to a Bark or ERB frequency scale) to produce the de-
sired dB magnitude v so as to ensure a good match across the
entire audio band. The dimension of v will greatly exceed
the number of filter sections, and we will have an overde-
termined least-squares problem. In this case, the resulting
transfer function magnitude will approximate rather than in-
terpolate the desired magnitudes at the sampled frequencies,
minimizing the mean square dB difference.

Shown in Fig. 7 is an HRTF with approximately six major
peaks and valleys in its magnitude transfer function. Plot-
ted along with the HRTF is a fit based on the model de-
scribed above. In terms of closeness-of-fit, this model re-
quires a higher filter order (one second-order section per mod-
eled peak or notch) than a warped Prony or Hankel norm
method (Smith ) (typically, a little more than a second-order
section per modeled peak and notch) to achieve the same
quality. However, the parametric representation given by this
model allows interpolation between related filters with ease,
while interpolation using Hankel, Prony or like methods is
difficult at best.
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Figure 7: HRTF Modelling. A smoothed measured HRTF magni-
tude (dashed) is shown with extrema ( y marks) and the magnitude of
the peak and shelf filter cascade fit to the smoothed HRTF (solid).

5 Appendix
In this appendix, formulas are presented for the coeffi-

cients of second-order digital peaking filters. A design method
for second-order shelving filters is presented in (Berners and
Abel ).

The second-order digital filterz a�{ z TB| ��T { z ]<| �:]L {~} T | �ET {�} ] | ��] (9)

with coefficients given by}N] J  !�_Q��/�(����� !� { �/�(����� � (10)} T�J z T�J�Q�
�L {~} ]A��� ' �H���&� (11)z a�J L 
�L {�} ]<� { L 
�L�Q } ]A����� (12)z ]�J L 
�L {�} ]<��Q L 
�L�Q } ]A����� (13)

implements a peak (or notch) filter with maximum (or mini-
mum) gain ��J�L<`1��� ]�a at a center frequency ��� between the
specified transition frequencies � � , at which the filter takes
on magnitude � � . The center frequency ��� and the inverse
bandwidth � may be written in terms of the transition fre-
quencies ��� and dB peak gain � ,����J acos �:��Q sign c ��d+��� ] QxLA�W��E� � (14)� J L { � ' �H� � � ' �H� �� ' �H� � { � ' �H��� (15)

� J L x¡ � # �/�=� ] � � # 
¢� ' �£� ��{ � ' �H� � � �� ' �H����Q¤� ' �H� �;Q�� ' �H���¦¥ �� 3 (16)

In the case that � �;{ � � J§r , where � becomes infinite,� � J r,�! �� (17)� J � � * � '!¨£©H* � © J L 
�� �$Q¤����� 3 (18)
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